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This program reads and performs calculations on an output file (CAMREP.US )
of the Crop Assessment Subsystem (CAS) interactive system. This program,
as well as CAMDATAi.FTN, is written in Fortran IV Plus to operate on the
Programmed Data Processor, model 11/45 (PDP 11/45), computer under the
Resource Sharing Executive, model 11D (RSX-11D), operating system. The
CAS output file, CAMREP.US , is created during an aggregation and consists
of the Classification and Mensuration Subsystem (CAMS) segments, crop
estimates, and other data. There are no inputs to the program other than
a file with the name CAMREP.US . (A program functional flowchart is
presented in figure 1.)
1.2 CAMDATAL FTN
This program reads and performs calculations on the CAMS master data file
(CAMREP78.USW) of the CAS interactive system. This file must be available
and renamed CAMDATA.IN. The input file contains all CAMS segment classifica-
tion results as well as biostage, evaluation code, and classification data
information. There are two requirements for the running of this program.
First, a file with the name CAMDATA.IN must be available. Secondly, upon
execution the program will prompt if the user wishes a complete dump of
the file. A response of "Y" will give a total listing of the contents of
CAMDATA.IN. If the user responds with an "N" the listing will be suppressed,
and only a summary of this file will be output. This summary is listed for
either a "Y" or an "N" user response. (A program functional flowchart is
presented in figure 2.)
START
READ SEGMENT DATA FROM
CAMRER.US
I




CALCULATE AVERAGES AND DATA
RANGES FOR ALL STATES
PRINT AVERAGES, DATA RANGES,





PRINT AVERAGES. DATA RANGES,
AND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SPRING/
WINTER SUBTOTALS
COMPUTE AVERAGES. DATA RANGES,
AND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TOTALS
AND FOR WINTER ACQUISITIONS OF
MIXED-WHEAT STATES
PRINT AVERAGES, DATA RANGES.
AND DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TOTALS
AND FOR WINTER ACQUISITIONS
OF MIXED-WHEAT STATES
STOP




PROMPT USER TO .SPECIFY IF
COMPLETE DUMP IS NEEDED
BEAD A RECORD FROM FILE





DUMP CONTENTS OF RECORD




COMPUTE MEANS OF DATA
PRINT MEANS, DISTRIBUTIONS,
AND SUMS OF DATA
STOP	 )	 '







This program computes and outputs to the Gould printer the following
quantities:
Quantity	 Heading label
Number of lines read from CAMREP.US
(For every state)
State name	 —
Total number of spring and winter segments 	 SPRING SECS
for the given state
	 WINTER SEGS
Number of spring and winter segments 	 SPRING OTHER
designated 100 percent other
	
WINTER OTHER
Total and average of spring and winter 	 WHT (RATIOED)
ratioed wheat for all segments of that
state
Total and average number of days between 	 PROCESSING TIME
last segment acquisition and classification
date
Average for the last segment acquisition 	 AVE LAST ACQ DATE
date for all segments
Percentage of ratioed wheat in the
	
MIN PCT WHT (RATIOED)
segment with the least percentage of
_ratioed wheat
Percentage of ratioed wheat in the segment
	
MAX PCT WHT (RATIOED)










Distribution and percent distribution
of latest acquisitions with respect
to evaluation code
Distribution and percent distribution of
latest acquisition with respect to
acquisition month
Distribution and percent distribution
of CAMS data with respect t^ the
CAMS estimate








DISTRIBUTION OF CAMS DATA
DISTRIBUTION OF SEGMENT
PROCESSING TIMES (WEEKS)
The quantities mentioned above are then totaled for (1) all spring
acquisitions, (2) all winter acquisitions, (3) sum of all acquisitions, and
(4) winter acquisitions of mixed states (South Dakota and Montana).
2.2 CAMDATAi.FTN
If the program user responds with a "Y" to the cathode-ray tube (CRT)
prompt, the following information will be printed on the Gould printer for


















1 Number of acquisitions
8-11 Acquisition dates and biostages
12 % spring wheat
13 % winter wheat
14 % small grains
15 % spring small grains
16 % winter small grains
17 % Winter wheat (ratioed)




22 Latest acquisition in packet
23 Winter wheat biostage adjustment
24 Spring wheat biostage adjustment




Total number of winter segments
with CAMS estimates
Total number of spring segments
with CAMS estimates
Average CAMS estimate over all
spring segments









Distrib,ition of all acquisitions
with respect to evaluation code
Distribution of all acquisitions
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